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And now a look at the single life geared toward the male perspective. Relationship expert Michelle

McKinney Hammond turns her attention to single men and offers them an insiderâ€™s glimpse into

the mysterious world of woman. She outlines how to seek a fulfilling relationship with the opposite

sex, how to clean up their dating life, and how to thoughtfully pursue the woman of their dreams.

Male readers will deem this the ultimate guide to successfully finding (and keeping) the love of their

life.
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When I was in seminary a couple years ago, my counseling teacher had to spend an extra day on

marriage and relationships. This was due to the poor results on a relational test she administered to

the class. She said that as Generations X and Y have grown up and entered seminary, the scores

have gotten progressively worse! Issues such as codependence, self-centeredness, and

self-protection have become much more prevalent in the last decade or so. Men are more passive,

and women harbor father issues that taint their relations with men. With all this relational baggage, I

wonder how Christian singles manage to get married, let alone remain that way.Perhaps that's why

there are so many Christian singles books on the market. Christian men and women are clamoring

for ways to create as much certainty as possible in the most uncertain of things: romantic

relationships. "Finding the Right Woman for You: One Woman's Advice to Men" is yet another entry



into this crowded Christian genre. However, this is one of the few books for men that's written by a

woman. As I can attest, guys tend to be somewhat clueless about what makes women tick. Michelle

Hammond, a prolific writer on singleness, provides sisterly advice for men seeking a mate. She has

opened a window into femininity and revealed what's going on in a woman's heart. I appreciated her

insights into what women of character are looking for in a man. I was also encouraged by the

candor she displayed about her own struggles as a single.Ms. Hammond uses the Old Testament

book of Ruth to illustrate what men need to know about women and how to woo them. For example,

a man should look for a woman who demonstrates Ruth's "Five C's": Clear, Caring, Committed,

Consistent, and Complete. Boaz is held up as a character example for men to emulate so they are

worthy of a woman like Ruth. Supplementing each chapter are sections titled "The Facts on

Women," with bullet points that reveal a woman's inner workings, desires, fears, motivations, and

expectations when it comes to men. In addition, there are challenging "Consider This" questions,

such as "How are you preparing yourself for marriage?" and "How will you be a blessing to a

woman?" A running theme throughout this book is that men need to exemplify Proverbs 1-30 to

deserve a Proverbs 31 woman.Certain women may be upset that Ms. Hammond has given away

their "secrets" and exposed them to potential manipulation by a wolf in sheep's clothing. Yes, Ms.

Hammond does reveal the vulnerabilities of a woman's heart. But males should be good stewards of

this knowledge and "play the man," treating women as "sisters and mothers" instead of objects and

hormonal outlets. "Finding the Right Woman for You" is welcome advice to Christian men from a

sistah who is for the mistahs.

I'm not one for exaggeration, but it is safe to say that I owe any future success in my relationships to

God through His work in this book. It helped me to clearly see how to be the man that God wants

me to be, and that Christian women really find attractive; it gave me tips on the kind of woman to

avoid, and it just help to set me upon the right road in knowing God for myself and trusting Him to

lead my search for the right woman. I have been passing this book and this author on to all of my

friends whenever relationship topics are mentioned, and I recommend her work wholeheartedly.

God has given her an anointing and you will NOT be sorry you brought this book, whether you are a

single guy or a single girl.The companion book for single women is virtually similar to this one; if you

have the one, there is no need to purchase the other. I would suggest that you buy the one for your

sex, even though they can both be appreciated by everyone.

I purchased this book for a male friend of mine who is a youth minister and has problems selecting



the correct ladies to date. So anyway I anonymously dropped this book off on his car windshield.

(LOL i know it is funny) This book is such a blessing to so many men that have already read it. I

personally read it, the day I bought it, just so I could give this gift to my friend. I really do hope it

helped him. It is filled with tips to detecting if the lady you are dating or thinking about dating is

genuine or fake etc. It encourages our men to be attracted to inner beauty as well as outer beauty.

That is what I loved so much about this book.

I purchased this book after being dumped by my woman friend of over 1 and 1/2 years. Ms.

McKinney Hammond helped me understand God has a purpose-fulness for what happens to us

whether we recognize it or not. I was so impressed by the writing that I've purchased the "Proverbs

31" book and am reading the "What Becomes of the Broken-Hearted". Outstanding author for men

as well as women. I would hope Ms. McKinney Hammond writes more books for us brothers who

want a committed, faith filled relationship with a Sister!
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